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Synopsis: Blockchain technology may ultimately prove as transformative as the internet. While the initial buzz surrounding blockchain revolved around cryptocurrencies and the financial services industry (including Bitcoin, the first example of blockchain), there is growing evidence that blockchain applications can positively transform the energy industry and enable a decentralized, resilient, and stable electrical grid. This article explores blockchain’s potential to impact the electric power industry, and is written to inform regulators and industry participants about the opportunities and challenges associated with this new technology.

Section II of the article provides an overview of blockchain technology and its characteristics, with particular focus on the unique features that make it well-suited for energy industry applications. Section III discusses how blockchain might transform the electric power industry, highlighting a number of initiatives and pilot programs that are already underway in the United States and abroad. In Section IV, we explore how blockchain and blockchain-powered use cases fit within the legal and regulatory frameworks that govern existing transaction and compliance protocols, including whether current utility business models are compatible with blockchain, and whether smart contracts are legally enforceable. Finally, in Section V, we discuss some of the opportunities and challenges that will arise for regulators as they seek to understand and evaluate the impacts of this potentially transformative technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

You should care about blockchain. Not because blockchain companies are raising huge sums of money, but because nearly every electric power regulator, consumer advocate, utility executive, and grid operator will, in the next few years, be asked to evaluate and make decisions about blockchain-related projects. More significantly, you should care about blockchain because the technology can play a critical role in the transformation of the electricity sector over the next decade.

Recent years have seen cost declines and technological improvements for renewable and distributed energy resources (DERs) that, combined with innovative financing and third-party business models, empower consumers to produce, store, and manage electricity on their own terms at prices competitive with conventional utility tariffs.1 These advances have driven a steady trend towards decentralization in electricity markets, with larger and more diverse participation than ever before.2 Regulators today face a fundamental challenge: how can they best meet their regulatory compact with utilities while empowering consumers to capture value from

distributed generation, storage, smart controls, and other digital solutions that are becoming more widespread. And how does that compact sit alongside mandates for resiliency (the ability to resist and rapidly recover from physical and cyber disruptions), environmental outcomes (notably decarbonization), consumer choice, and energy access and equality?

Until recently, regulators have mainly relied on centralized technology—owned and operated by utilities and independent power producers—to manage electricity markets and the operation of the electricity grid. These central approaches are ill-equipped to efficiently and effectively coordinate the dramatically increasing number of distributed energy resources on the grid while maintaining security and reliability. Regulators have a need and an opportunity to adopt new approaches and technologies that can leverage DERs to create a reliable, affordable, secure, low-carbon grid that benefits end-consumers.

Blockchain technology, which was invented, in part, to coordinate distributed market actors, is particularly well suited to efficiently and securely coordinate a decentralized network of energy resources and can help make electricity markets more secure, open, and efficient. Blockchain can enable the decentralized, resilient, and stable electrical grid that utilities, regulators and consumers seek.

The blockchain market is active. Over $350MM USD has been raised by more than 150 new companies operating at the intersection of blockchain and energy since January 2017. Established electricity market participants are investing in blockchain startups and joining industry consortium efforts. The largest consortium effort at the intersection of blockchain and energy—The Energy Web Foundation (EWF)—has over 70 large energy companies as Affiliates including Shell, Centrica, TEPCO, Duke Energy, and PG&E as well as a similar number of startup companies.

---


Though blockchain technology remains in its infancy, large investments paired with the rapid pace of innovation will enable blockchain to play a significant role in electricity markets over the coming years. To help regulators and others understand the implications of blockchain, we offer an explanation of the technology and the unique capabilities that differentiate it from other technologies, outline how it may be practically applied in the electricity sector, and note some of the legal and regulatory issues that promote and impede its progress.

II. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY – WHAT IS IT?

A. The Fundamentals – A Secure, Trusted, Distributed Ledger

There is not a singular definition for blockchain. Rather, the term blockchain refers to computing networks with a novel combination of technologies and governance that allow parties who do not know or trust each other, including competitors, to reach consensus. At first glance, it may seem simple to create a technology that allows competitive parties to agree on conditions of an economic transaction, for example, the volume of electricity they have traded on a certain day and the bargained for price of that electricity. In practice, wholesale electricity markets take days to weeks to reach financial settlement, and demand response settlements can take months.9 Disputes around data agreement often lead to time-intensive back-office verification and can lead to significant auditing and even litigation.10

One reason why parties on opposite sides of a transaction may have difficulty in reaching an agreement over the exact data at issue is because, in most cases, every entity stores its transactions and other work on its own private ledger.11 Each private ledger contains its own inputs and errors that lead to discrepancies in information.12 These discrepancies create disagreement and distrust. Blockchain technology aims to replace each party’s individual ledger with a common, secure, shared ledger—one single record of the truth—that is held and agreed upon by all parties.13

While it might seem that a public ledger would be inherently less secure, the opposite is in fact true. The first large scale implementation of blockchain technology, Bitcoin, maintains a publicly accessible ledger that anyone can read and edit (via initiating transactions to transfer value in the form of cryptocurrency between parties; “Bitcoin” refers to the ledger itself as well as its native digital asset,
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13. Iansiti & Lakhani, supra note 11.
The Bitcoin ledger is essentially a list of accounts (known as “addresses”) and balances (which are the result of all historical transactions). Bitcoin has been worth billions in USD equivalent for almost ten years, making it a large target for cyber-attacks.15 Because the Bitcoin ledger resides on a distributed, open network, it is unable to use traditional cybersecurity defense services (e.g., firewalls) administered by a central authority.16 Despite this transparency, the Bitcoin blockchain has never been hacked successfully.17

Many technical components that enable blockchain existed before the invention of Bitcoin.18 The anonymous inventor of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto, combined these technologies in a novel way that allows every participant to share and have faith in a common version of the truth.19 While there is no standard definition of blockchain, there are three characteristics that define the technology: immutability, public/private key cryptography, and distributed consensus.20

1. Immutability – to ensure the ledger is not tampered with, sets of transactions submitted to the chain are bundled together into ‘blocks’ and then stamped with a unique identifying code.21 If any information in a historic block is altered, the latest identifying code will change, alerting users to the attempted tampering.22 Computers validating information on the blockchain have economic incentives to preserve correct information and disallow any malicious attempts to tamper with information.23 Tampering with blockchains requires coordination by a massive

17. The Bitcoin protocol itself has never been compromised. Individual users have had Bitcoin balances exposed through mismanagement of private security keys.
21. Known as a “hash.” A hash function translates data of any size into data of uniform size; the hash of a single digit, a word, or an entire paragraph would be the same length. For a given input, it is very easy to verify the output of the hash function but impossible in practice to determine the input given only the output. In the context of blockchain, transaction data such as sender, recipient, etc. as well as metadata like a timestamp are hashed to create a unique, pseudonymous identifier for each block. Antony Lewis, A Gentle Introduction to Immutability of Blockchain, BITS ON BLOCKS (Feb. 29, 2016), https://bitsonblocks.net/2016/02/29/a-gentle-introduction-to-immutability-of-blockchains/.
network of decentralized computers, making attempts to alter information expensive to the attacker and highly unlikely to succeed.\textsuperscript{24} For these reasons, blockchain ledgers are probabilistically immutable, meaning that once a block is created, it cannot be changed.\textsuperscript{25}

2. Public/private key cryptography – every account on a blockchain has a unique matching public/private key pair, which is an unpredictable string of characters generated by an algorithm.\textsuperscript{26} Public keys are visible to all on the network, and serve as identifiers that allow users to transact with each other.\textsuperscript{27} To ensure that transactions submitted on behalf of a user have their consent, users must sign each transaction with their private key.\textsuperscript{28} A transaction is deemed valid and included in a block if the private key matches the public key.\textsuperscript{29}

3. Distributed consensus – to create an immutable ledger that is agreed upon by all users, blockchains employ a tactic known as distributed consensus.\textsuperscript{30} Distributed consensus is fundamental to blockchain and is what makes the technology decentralized.\textsuperscript{31} There are several types of consensus, but all share a similar core concept: users, who do not necessarily know or trust one another, take turns serving as the validator for a block of transactions and are economically incentivized to maintain the integrity of the network.\textsuperscript{32} The method by which the validator is chosen differentiates consensus types.\textsuperscript{33} To validate a block, the chosen user ensures that correct private keys are included in transactions, then creates a unique identifying code to label the entire block.\textsuperscript{34} This user then distributes their work to the other users (or sometimes an eligible subset of users) on the network who accept the new block if and only if (1) they double check the validation and find it correct and (2) the validator can prove that they have expended significant effort (either through staking their reputation, staking financial capital, or expending

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{25} Lewis, \textit{supra} note 21.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Toshendra Kumar Sharma, \textit{How Does Blockchain Use Public Key Cryptography?}, BLOCKCHAIN COUNCIL (Jan. 27, 2018), https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/how-does-blockchain-use-public-key-cryptography/.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{32} In this paragraph “user” refers to a computer operating as a validator node on a blockchain. The processes required to validation transactions and create a new block are automated and performed by computer code. Chris Hammerschmidt, \textit{Consensus in Blockchain Systems. In Short}, MEDIUM (Jan. 27, 2017), https://medium.com/@chrshmmmr/consensus-in-blockchain-systems-in-short-691f7d7d1fe.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Lewis, \textit{supra} note 21.
\end{enumerate}
computational work) to execute the block validation.\textsuperscript{35} For the process to complete, blockchain governance structures typically require that a specific percentage of users (often a simple majority) accept the new block.\textsuperscript{36} When a user successfully creates a new block, they are financially rewarded via a combination of transaction fees and block validation awards denominated in digital tokens or cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{37} If enough users on the network find the new block to be invalid, then the first user’s staked capital, reputation, or work is lost without any gain, creating a mutually reinforcing system where all actors are incentivized to contribute to the overall health and validity of the network.\textsuperscript{38} The process of creating new blocks is known as “mining” or “block validation”, depending on the consensus type.\textsuperscript{39}

While it is not critical for all actors in the electricity sector to intimately understand the internal workings of blockchain networks, actors should be wary of self-proclaimed ‘blockchain’ projects that do not contain all three of the technical building blocks mentioned above. Networks that exclude one or more of these technical elements are likely either taking security shortcuts or are centralized database solutions, not blockchains. Such networks do not share the benefits that make blockchains truly unique and potentially transformative to the energy industry.

Bitcoin, the first blockchain, combines these three technical building blocks: immutable ledger, public/private key cryptography, and distributed consensus.\textsuperscript{40} The result is a ledger that performs calculations, such as adding and subtracting amounts from different accounts, in a secure and trusted way.\textsuperscript{41} However, the Bitcoin blockchain does not have features that add significant value to the energy industry. The true value of blockchain, in particular for energy sector applications, came with the addition of one final technical building block: smart contracts, as described below.

\textbf{B. The Result – A Decentralized “Computer”}

While Bitcoin created a mechanism to ensure trusted, secure, and distributed records, Ethereum, the most widely used blockchain, added a native programming language and code execution engine, creating a mechanism to facilitate more complex actions – in effect, any process that can be written in computer code – with those blockchain records.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Mattila, \textit{supra} note 33, at 6–7.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} \textit{Blockchain Glossary for Beginners}, BLOCKCHAINHUB, https://blockchainhub.net/blockchain-glossary/ (last visited Sep. 27, 2018) [hereinafter Blockchain Glossary].
  \item \textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{41} Lewis, \textit{supra} note 21.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} Ethereum has the most robust, fastest-growing developer community in the public blockchain space, with more Github repositories, developers and code updates than any other open-source blockchain. James Martin
At the most basic level, smart contracts are simply conditional logic (i.e. “if/then”) statements recorded in lines of code that run on a blockchain. Blockchains like Ethereum that feature native programming languages and code execution environments are often referred to as “smart contract platforms”.

A simple Ethereum smart contract might state that if Mark pays Alice 5 Ether (native Ethereum currency), then Alice pays Bob 10 Ether. This is a simple example, but one can already begin to see the applications in wholesale market settlement. For example, consider two parties who agree to execute a sale of 100 MWh of electricity once a specific wholesale price is reached. These two parties could encode that agreement in a smart contract, record it on the Ethereum blockchain, and the contract would execute automatically (including financial settlement) when an outside source of wholesale pricing information indicated that the agreed-upon price was achieved. The execution and settlement would be near instantaneous, in contrast to current wholesale markets that typically require a multi-day lag time to settle.

As of late October 2018, the public Ethereum blockchain, on average, processed over 550,000 transactions per day. However, Ethereum is not the smart contract platform in existence; there are a variety of alternative blockchain networks that offer similar capabilities. Active smart contracts are used for everything from prediction markets to settling electric vehicle charging transactions. The technical capabilities of blockchain, along with the market’s understanding of how to use them, is only growing, and smart contracts are being paired with accessible user interfaces in internet browsers and mobile applications. Predictions that envision blockchain becoming as transformative as the internet are premised on these features, and view future blockchains as accessible and highly functional decentralized computers.

C. The Path Forward – A Technology in Development

While blockchain technology is exciting and its market applications are promising, it is important to remember that blockchain is still at an early phase of development. Technical limitations as well as evolving legal regulatory frameworks preclude mass-market adoption at present. However, some important hurdles have already been overcome.


43. *Bits on Blocks, A gentle introduction to smart contracts*, https://bitsonblocks.net/2016/02/01/gentle-introduction-smart-contracts/


A notable example is the high energy use associated with validating blockchain transactions. Many popular blockchains, including the Bitcoin and Ethereum networks, achieve consensus through a mechanism called “Proof of Work.” Because the network security provided by Proof of Work relies on the ability of any user to compete in the mining process, Proof of Work is a competitive and computationally intensive process that requires lots of electricity. Much attention has been given to the potentially problematic energy consumption of widespread blockchain use, particularly Bitcoin. In response, alternate consensus mechanisms that are less energy intensive have been developed and accepted to varying degrees by the blockchain developer community. For instance, Energy Web Foundation’s blockchain designed for the energy sector uses a “Proof of Authority” mechanism that restricts the pool of parties eligible to host consensus validators. On the Energy Web Chain, blockchain eligibility to validate transactions is limited to known entities, which include large energy companies, smaller startups, regulators, and other government agencies. To ensure network security, however, even this restricted pool must include an adequate number of participants and be geographically diverse. Proof of Authority takes orders of magnitude less energy to achieve consensus than Proof of Work, and is an important achievement to scaling blockchain technology in the energy sector.

Energy use aside, traditional centralized IT solutions still outperform decentralized blockchains in many respects. For blockchain to play a meaningful role in the global economy, and the energy sector in particular, there are three critical technical hurdles that must be addressed:

1. Storing data in a cost-effective, decentralized manner that does not tax the overall network;
2. Processing a high rate (i.e. tens to hundreds of millions) of transactions;
3. Protecting sensitive personal or commercial data, and allowing users to engage in fully private transactions that other network users cannot view.

---

49. Blockchain Glossary, supra note 36.
53. The EWF governance structure includes criteria that organizations must meet to qualify as EWF Blockchain validators, and is explained in the EWF White Paper: The Energy Webchain, ENERGY WEB, https://energyweb.org/papers/the-energy-web-chain/.
Blockchain companies are deploying billions of dollars and significant resources to overcome these hurdles, and there are many promising solutions under development. While blockchain technology in its current form may not be ready for mass-market adoption, there are applications for the energy industry that can be supported by currently available capabilities. For regulators and others energy market players, now is the critical time to understand and influence these applications as well as technical research and development.

III. USING BLOCKCHAIN TO FACILITATE A CLEANER AND MORE EFFICIENT POWER SYSTEM

A. Vision of the Future – Where Might Current Trends Lead Us?

The 20th century electricity grid was centrally managed. Power was delivered one way over vast distances from massive generation assets to largely passive customers, who in turn paid the utilities that historically owned and operated those generation and transmission assets. By the early 21st century, this model started to fundamentally transform. 

[M]utually reinforcing technological advances—[...] the rise of cost-effective and zero-marginal-cost renewables, distributed energy resources (including flexible loads), and sophisticated software-enabled services—along with governmental policies, changing consumer behaviors, and external events such as extreme weather and cyberattacks, [began] challenging [the] fundamental assumptions about the way the grid [historically] operated.

In the past two decades, a number of high-profile events have significantly influenced the way regulators and grid operators now plan for, manage, and think about the electrical grid. In the U.S., the Western Energy Crisis in 2001 reshaped energy markets; the Northeast Blackout in 2003 called into question transmission system reliability; and Hurricane Sandy in 2012 caused $10.5 billion in damages prompting states to seek a path toward resilient and distributed electricity supply. Internationally, the 2015 Paris Agreement codified commitments to climate change mitigation and inspired countries, states, cities, and companies to adopt energy efficiency and renewable energy targets. This period has also been characterized by a transition toward more flexible and distributed energy resources,

57. Id.
driven by rapidly declining costs. Solar PV unit costs have dropped by a factor of five since 2008, and over the past 40 years costs have fallen by 28% every time installed capacity doubles.\textsuperscript{61} Wind turbine costs have declined by over 30% since 2010 and another 40% reduction is anticipated by 2030.\textsuperscript{62} Global cumulative PV and wind capacity grew from 17,025 MW in 2000 to 958,083 MW in 2017, a 27% CAGR; an additional 170,000 MWs is projected to come online in 2018 alone.\textsuperscript{63} These resources use no fuel and have low maintenance costs, and adoption has been exponential at the utility, commercial, and residential scales.\textsuperscript{64}

Markets for energy storage and advanced control systems are less mature than generation technologies, but are growing quickly. Lithium-ion battery costs have decreased at a 20% CAGR since 2010 and decreased by 24% from 2016 to 2017 alone.\textsuperscript{65} Production costs for electric vehicles, which could serve as grid balancing batteries, are projected to fall below internal combustion engine cars by 2030, with EV sales meeting over one-third of global auto demand.\textsuperscript{66} By 2020, smart meter installations are expected to surpass 1.8 billion, and 30 billion energy-using devices may be connected to the “Internet of Things” (IoT).\textsuperscript{67} According to the International Energy Agency (“IEA”), broad adoption of active controls and IoT-enabled devices could save 65 PWh cumulatively through 2040, equivalent to double the consumption of the world’s building stock today.\textsuperscript{68} Mass-market technologies are becoming available that allow individuals to produce, store, and intelligently control energy on their own terms at prices competitive with grid-supplied electricity.\textsuperscript{69}

By 2040, some analysts believe that near-zero marginal cost renewables will have largely displaced fossil generation and billions of intelligent devices will be deployed at the grid edge.\textsuperscript{70} The electric system could be increasingly characterized by active consumer participation in markets, bidirectional power flows, and complex financial transactions between consumers, utilities, and third-party service. The central question informing regulators, grid operators, and utilities would

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{62} New Energy Outlook, supra note 2.
\item \textsuperscript{63} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{64} Solar Leads the Charge in Another Record Year for Renewables, IEA (Oct. 4, 2017), https://www.iea.org/publications/renewables2017/.
\item \textsuperscript{65} Claire Curry, Lithium-ion Battery Costs and Market, BLOOMBERGNEF (July 5, 2017), https://data.bloomberglp.com/bnef/sites/14/2017/07/BNEF-Lithium-ion-battery-costs-and-market.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Electric Vehicle Outlook 2018, BLOOMBERGNEF (2018), https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Outlook on Number of Installed Smart Electric Meters as of December 1, 2020, STATISTA (2018), https://www.statista.com/statistics/476964/global-installed-smart-electric-meters-projection-by-select-country/.
\item \textsuperscript{68} Digitalization & Energy 2017, supra note 61.
\end{itemize}
therefore be: How can we run a grid that is rich in distributed and renewable resources while giving customers the access and choice that they want and ensuring continued reliability and affordability?

Current approaches to controlling distributed energy resources in a centralized manner have been effective at certain scales. However, optimizing larger numbers of decentralized resources from a central point of control is slow and resource-intensive. Grid operators and utilities are daunted by the prospect of scaling up these centralized controls to billions of devices.

Blockchain technology can help coordinate these resources and enable a decentralized, resilient, and stable electrical grid. In a decentralized grid, the traditional central operator or market maker could transfer its authority over distributed generation and storage resources to a network of autonomous actors. Without a central authority, a functional grid could be recursive, meaning that each boundary area scale (e.g., device, building, neighborhood, distribution grid) could function as a self-contained ecosystem. Each scale would be nested within the next layer of the system, and each scale would have operational decision-making capabilities. Market structures in such a grid would be very different than market structures today, and blockchain technology would be able to facilitate coordination and settlement by commoditizing trust between parties (and physical devices). While protecting participant identities and sensitive transaction information, blockchain could increase transparency of other market conditions, including the physical state of the grid, external conditions (e.g., weather), as well as anticipated and actual behaviors of market participants. A decentralized, recursive, and transparent grid is the logical extension of contemporary technological trends, political pressures, and consumer demands.

B. Potential Use Cases – Capturing Value in the Near Term

The technologies and profoundly different economic models of energy transition are causing regulators and grid operators difficulties in managing the grid today. The infamous duck curve in California, high PV penetration in Hawaii, and negative pricing in many wholesale energy markets have stressed the capabilities of existing policy and grid management frameworks. Rooftop solar advocates

---

and utilities argue over the sufficiency of state net metering policies.\textsuperscript{76} The creation, tracking, and trading of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) and other carbon compliance instruments is characterized by high transaction costs, inefficiencies, and sometimes fraud.\textsuperscript{77}

Implementing a decentralized, recursive, and privately transparent power system may be decades in the making, but power sector participants can leverage blockchain to address immediate challenges. Blockchains are not a panacea, and designing markets for a DER and customer-centric electricity system is a challenge that goes well beyond the technology. But blockchain’s unique characteristics are well suited to resolving specific challenges in the energy space today.

In the following section, we describe challenges faced in five corners of the electricity sector—certificates of origin, utility billing, market optimization, new market creation, grid security—and how blockchain may be able to address them.

1. Certificates of Origin

Customers increasingly wish to choose the source and/or attributes of their electricity. Markets have responded to the demand for renewably generated electricity with certificates of origin (CO), which are tradeable credits that represent a unit of green electricity.\textsuperscript{78} Trade in CO is now possible across the globe, including the guarantee of origin (GO) market in the European Union and both compliance and voluntary renewable energy certificate (REC) markets in the United States.\textsuperscript{79} CO markets enable customers and regulators to measure and verify the use of renewable electricity for personal or state mandated renewable energy purchasing goals.\textsuperscript{80}

Despite strong interest, several critical challenges face CO markets today. First, buying and selling COs is complicated and costly. In all markets, the process for tracking CO includes many steps, each with unique transaction and administration costs.\textsuperscript{81} Brokers and other intermediary fees cost renewable generators and CO buyers around 5% of CO value.\textsuperscript{82} High overhead costs effectively shut out smaller renewable generators and CO buyers.\textsuperscript{83} Second, the integrity of CO track-
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ing systems is weak. COs are prone to double-counting due to time lags and loopholes in the system. 84 The sheer number of steps involved and organizations that touch each CO can cause confusion among buyers. Finally, each CO market has unique rules for participation and reporting. 85 All of these challenges constrain CO market size and, by extension, limit their value.

Blockchain technology can help resolve many of these challenges. First, using a shared and trusted ledger can enable renewable generators and certificate buyers to interact directly, bypassing the need for expensive intermediaries. A peer-to-peer system for CO trading would enable real-time settlement and reduce internal administration and auditing costs. This streamlined, lower-cost system would open markets to smaller renewable generators and certificate buyers. Second, smart contracts can enable streamlined reporting and eliminate double-counting. As electricity is generated, a CO could automatically be issued for each MWh, and ownership would be tracked on a blockchain-based registry until that CO is retired. Due to the immutable blockchain ledger, certificate buyers and regulators would be confident that the CO accurately represented a unit of renewable energy, and had not already been purchased or retired. Finally, open-source blockchains encourage standardization across markets to facilitate a unified method of carbon accounting. 86 A single and integrated global market for COs would enable frictionless trading, open new markets for renewables generators, and allow buyers to purchase COs from locations they believe have achieve the greatest impact.

EWF estimates these opportunities amount to at least $1BN in annual savings. 87 This figure does not account for the likelihood that a lower-cost and more secure system would expand the market for COs, and so the impact of blockchain in CO markets could be even greater.

2. Utility Billing Systems

Billing and financial settlement are the cornerstones of electricity systems, providing “the mechanism for data exchange between customers, utilities and generators.” 88 This makes utility billing both the foundation for the utility-customer relationship (and thus indirectly, utility-investor relationship) and the main point of access for customers to information regarding the electricity system. As the utility business model and the grid undergo significant transition, consumer advocates would like billing systems to be more responsive, connected, bidirectional, and personal.

As a whole, utility billing processes have yet to fully embrace modern opportunities enabled by advances in IT capabilities and increases in DER accessibility to customers. First, billing remains expensive, costing between 5-15% of total

84. Double-counting describes a case where a single CO is claimed more than once. The Definitive Guide to Global Energy Attribute Certificates, supra note 78, at 12.
85. Id. at 7.
88. Id.
operating expenses for utilities.\textsuperscript{89} Legacy data management systems, cumbersome transaction processes, inaccurate (and often paper-based) bill delivery, and manual accounting cause credit lag for utilities and losses from unpaid bills.\textsuperscript{90} Second, current systems are ill-equipped to provide functionalities demanded by modern electricity system users. Legacy billing platforms create roadblocks for utilities attempting to introduce sophisticated rate structures.\textsuperscript{91} Constraints on advanced services include the technical inability of legacy platforms to nest multiple meters under a single account.\textsuperscript{92} Lack of standardization is a third challenge. Billing systems vary dramatically between (and sometimes even within) utilities. Inconsistent data quality procedures and the lack of public universal site identification create challenges for customer data access and integration with demand response programs. Legacy billing can stall even seemingly simple processes such as switching providers, thereby making required data sharing for customer switching an onerous process.\textsuperscript{93}

Allowing grid participants to trust a common blockchain technology could facilitate more secure, more efficient, more functional, and lower cost utility billing systems. Smart contracts could enable a variety of applications that reduce transaction costs and improve system functionality. For example, transactions between electricity users and electricity providers could execute automatically when usage and supply information met predetermined contract conditions. These conditions could be tailored to support sophisticated rate designs or integrate energy storage resources. As a decentralized network, blockchain billing platforms could allow customers direct access to, and potentially control over, their data. Customers could grant trusted third parties such as energy efficiency contractors or demand response aggregators selective access to their data. Billing systems located on open-source blockchains encourage standardization. Standardizing the management of electricity transactions across geographies would enable customers to easily switch providers and could create a more competitive market environment.

3. Current Market Optimization

Electricity and other energy markets are vast and complex. Blockchain could help lower overhead costs, increase transparency, and mitigate risks in many segments of the energy economy, from specific resources like demand response ("DR") to broader categories like wholesale energy commodity markets.

DR resources provide several benefits in the electricity sector, but structural problems are preventing their full potential from being realized. To wit, the US

\textsuperscript{89} Id.
\textsuperscript{90} For one utility, SAP infrastructure and maintenance costs were quoted at 40-65MN USD per year. Id.
\textsuperscript{93} Id.
currently has approximately 37 GW of DR resources actively participating in utility or wholesale programs, but the potential for DR is roughly 300 GW. Key barriers include high overhead costs, variable performance and evaluation frameworks, technical interoperability between systems, and lack of standardization between geographies. Costs related to enrollment, measurement, and verification processes represent between 40%-50% of operating expenses and 10%-30% of gross margin for utilities and aggregators engaged in the DR market. Though recent rulings have harmonized payment and performance standards for DR and supply-side resources, DR performance (i.e. energy or capacity delivered) can vary widely based on measurement and verification methodology, ambient temperatures, and participant behavior. “Program economics are distorted by over-enrollment, a hedge against the probability that some loads will not respond to a given event,” diminishing the value of DR programs. Lack of interoperability between programs prevents large enterprises with facilities spread across multiple geographies from deploying a streamlined solution across markets.

Blockchain can address many of these problems. A blockchain can provide both DR program participants and utilities greater visibility into and confidence in data, obviating the need for complex enrollment, measurement and verification, and auditing. Smart contracts will ensure results by allowing decisions about dispatch and response to be programmed into operator and participant devices, thus removing the element of real-time human decision-making and eliminating the lag between time of service (response) and compensation. Most impactful, an open-source standard for DR systems architecture would serve as a forcing mechanism for device manufacturers to coalesce around a common set of standards. This standardization could accommodate the integration of many more IOT devices, including smaller loads that are currently excluded from participation by program economics. Expanding DR participation to this new segment of energy-using devices could tap a new global market worth an estimated $4BN per year.

97. RMI analysis based on financial statements from leading DR providers. Blockchain and Transactive Energy, supra note 92, at 21.
Despite the growing complexity of wholesale commodity markets, many participants rely on legacy trading platforms, inefficient business practices, and expensive intermediaries to complete transactions. Use of legacy systems, including paper documentation, causes costly delays throughout the trade life-cycle, from price discovery to confirmation matching to auditing.\footnote{Next Generation Energy Trading: An opportunity to optimize, McKinsey & COMPANY (2013), https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/…} Contracts can be held up simply due to difficulties gathering necessary signatures. Processes that support financial transactions cost up to 7.5\% of the total transaction value for financial services companies.\footnote{Disaggregating FinTech: Brighter Shades of Disruption, DELOITE (2016), https://www2.deloite.com/content/dam/Deolitte/us/Documents/financial-services/us-fsi-disaggregating-fintech-brighter-shades-of-disruption.pdf.} Supply chain management systems are also strained. Moving commodities between locations involves large numbers of parties engaged in complex interactions. Traders cannot establish relationships with all parties in their supply chain, and, therefore, are beholden to parties with which they have not established trust.

Blockchain can mitigate expensive inefficiencies and risks within wholesale commodity trading. Blockchain allows low-risk transactions without intermediaries dedicated exclusively to that purpose. Smart contract functionalities, including multi-signatory access and custom read and write privileges, can help counterparts to arrive at a consensus quickly, and to dramatically reduce processing times for trades. By some estimates, using blockchains can cut payment costs for settlement by 30\% through added efficiencies.\footnote{Amanda Cooper, Mercuria sees oil sector going digital with blockchain, REUTERS (Oct. 13, 2016), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-commodities-summit-mercuria-blockchain/mercuria-sees-oil-sector-going-digital-with-blockchain-idUSKCN12D1YN.} Commodity exchanges can use blockchain to enable matching, clearing, and price discovery and reporting in a secure environment, with much better information symmetry among participants than current marketplaces. Parties can choose how to disclose information to counterparties and other market participants.

4. New Market Creation

The confluence of several trends in the power sector—accelerated adoption of DERs, flat or declining electricity sales, increasing penetration of variable renewables, decarbonization goals (state and corporate), and growing cybersecurity concerns—is placing significant stress on the traditional architecture and market mechanisms used to balance and manage electricity grids. Transactive energy—using the exchange of value as a mechanism to better manage the flow of power, particularly at the grid edge—has been proposed as a solution to some of these stresses.\footnote{Digitalization & Energy 2017, supra note 61, at 128.} Regulators in different markets (e.g., New York State, Belgium) are experimenting with policy changes and demonstrations to test new market mechanisms that challenge existing stakeholder roles, business models, and technical
approaches to grid management, while at the same time, technologists (Paul De Martini) have been evaluating new, distributed architectures for the grid.\textsuperscript{105}

Systems necessary to support transactive energy – including a digital infrastructure capable of integrating, managing, and coordinating a more distributed electric grid; a scalable market design capable of sending the right price signals at the right time with predictable outcomes; and grid operator trust that demand-side resources can perform as consistently as traditional generation, transmission, and distribution assets – have been identified, but thus far have not emerged at scale.\textsuperscript{106} Blockchains may remove some barriers to scalable transactive energy systems. Given their ability to protect customer data, blockchains could streamline multi-party settlement, mass customization of complex contracts, and direct bidding between devices at a local level. These elements can enable electricity consumers and producers at the grid edge to transact with each other en masse. Thanks to the combination of smart contracts, built-in cybersecurity, and immutable record keeping, blockchains could help grid operators “trust” that DERs—regardless of who owns them or where they are connected to the grid—are capable of reliably contributing important functions—including grid balancing, power quality control and grid resiliency—and that market participants will be quickly and accurately compensated for such services.\textsuperscript{107}

5. Grid Security

In recent years cyber and physical attacks have targeted or impacted electric grids and utilities all over the world.\textsuperscript{108} There are physical and financial risks associated with attacks against electric utilities. Electrical utilities are appealing targets because they hold valuable information and control valuable processes, and because they are often soft targets.\textsuperscript{109}

In 2013, a still-unknown individual or group used rifles to destroy a substation (protected only by chain-link fencing) in PG&E territory; the damage took workers nearly a month to repair.\textsuperscript{110} A similar shooting attack in central Utah cut
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off power to 13,000 customers for one day and took six months to repair. These events and other events led the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to conduct a broader risk assessment of the U.S. grid. The analysis identified 30 critical transformers substations that were particularly vulnerable. In the FERC’s simulation, losing nine of these substations (in various combinations) as the result of a coordinated attack would cause a nationwide blackout for an extended period of time. These risks are exacerbated by the limited supply and complexity of manufacturing replacements.

Digitalization has produced benefits for grid operators, utilities, and consumers alike, but wider adoption of digital technologies opens new vectors for cyber-attacks. Since the beginning of 2015, there have been several high-profile cyber-attacks against electricity systems. In the Ukraine, for example, multiple cyberattacks—possibly conducted by a state actor—brought down 30 substations and took 200 MW offline, resulting in outages for 225,000 customers and forcing distribution system operators to operate in constrained manual mode for months. In Ireland, the grid operator’s network was breached and attackers gained access to company data. In the United States, a third-party gained access to utility control systems across the country, where it may have gained the ability to cause blackouts.

Blockchain can mitigate financial and physical risks of attacks against the electric grid. It is difficult to manipulate data on a blockchain, and it is easy to identify when and how attempts to manipulate data occur. Due to the strong cryptographic hashes and decentralized consensus mechanisms, blockchain attacks are costly and impractical, which effectively prevents manipulation. These features make blockchains highly resilient, and entities using blockchain-based applications can be confident in the data integrity of their systems. Further, because

111. Peter Behr, Substation attack is new evidence of grid vulnerability, E&E NEWS (Oct. 6, 2016), https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060043920.
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blockchain nodes are geographically distributed and are operated by many unrelated organizations, there is minimal risk of system downtime when compared with centralized systems.

C. Current Initiatives and Challenges

Blockchain has emerged at a time when many electricity system regulators and policymakers were already working to allow wider participation in power markets. Utilities and grid operators are researching methods to better capture the values of technologies ranging from DERs to software systems, and new regulatory efforts aim to help households and companies participate in energy markets on a more equal footing with traditional power producers and suppliers.\textsuperscript{120}

The alignment between blockchain’s capabilities and electricity system trends is reflected in the rapid growth of energy-focused blockchain companies and projects.\textsuperscript{121} More than 150 new companies working on blockchain-based solutions in the energy space have raised over $350MM USD since January 2017, and are responsible for more than 70 pilot projects around the world.\textsuperscript{122} Most of these startups focus on peer-to-peer applications, but applications range from tools for utilities to energy-specific cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{123}

Thus far, startups and incumbent energy companies have failed to bring blockchain-and-energy applications to scale. Blockchain is very new technology. Projects face technical and regulatory hurdles, and companies are challenged to develop business models that make use of blockchain’s unique features while meeting customer needs and expectations. Still, as explained below, many pilot applications demonstrate great promise, and can be used to understand the new capabilities that blockchain will soon make available to regulators and grid operators.

1. Commercial and/or Pilot Applications

Startup companies and large incumbents all over the world have initiated pilot projects to better understand and demonstrate the value of blockchain in a variety of use cases, ranging from peer-to-peer energy trading, to electric vehicle charging, to streamlining utility and market operational processes.\textsuperscript{124} Some pilots have been successful, and larger companies including utilities are becoming more closely involved with blockchain projects.

Exciting example initiatives in the blockchain and energy space include:

- **Electron**: a UK-based company founded in 2015 that is building a platform for decentralized electricity and gas metering. Conducting metering using a blockchain can cut down billing settlement times,
which typically takes weeks to complete using current systems.\textsuperscript{125} Electron’s platform also aims to enable microtransactions in energy supply and curtailment that is open to household and device level participation. Investors and partners include the Japanese utility TEPCO, the British utility National Grid and EWF.\textsuperscript{126}

- **Origin**: a decentralized application developed by EWF that provides kWh level certificate of origin (Guarantee of Origin or Renewable Energy Credit) tracking.\textsuperscript{127} Tracking certificates of origin over a blockchain increases market transparency, integrity, and detail.\textsuperscript{128} In 2018, EWF conducted pilot certificate of origin transactions using Origin.\textsuperscript{129}

- **Ponton**: in 2016, the company developed Enerchain, a platform for wholesale energy commodity and derivative trading in Europe.\textsuperscript{130} In 2018, dozens of market participants conducted successful tests trading on Enerchain.\textsuperscript{131} Participants include Statoil, Engie, and Total.\textsuperscript{132}

- **Share&Charge**: a European startup that provides an open blockchain platform that supports electric vehicle charging.\textsuperscript{133} Users can register and pair charging stations with digital wallets, and drivers can pay securely for charging services using digital wallets.\textsuperscript{134} In 2017, drivers completed the Oslo2Rome Tour, successfully paying for charging services using digital wallets during a multi-country road trip.\textsuperscript{135} The platform will support charging paired with certificates of origin, guaranteeing that electricity used to charge cars is green. Partners include the French Utility EDF and EWF.\textsuperscript{136}
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• **LO3 Energy**: A U.S.-based company working to deploy blockchain to enable direct household-to-household exchange of electricity. In 2016, they established a project in Brooklyn named the Brooklyn microgrid that allowed households and small businesses in a neighborhood to exchange RECs and similar certifications in lieu of physical electricity, with transactions settled over a blockchain-based system. LO3 is now expanding into other demonstration projects, use cases, and markets (including Texas). Partners include Siemens and EWF.

**IV. IMPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN AT THE BUSINESS AND ENERGY REGULATORY INTERFACE**

**A. Legal Implications of Blockchain**

The adoption of blockchain in the energy sector and elsewhere raises several legal questions, ranging from securities issues, energy regulatory and compliance issues, and questions related to the enforceability and interpretation of smart contracts. Due to the novelty of the technology, however, most legal issues related to blockchain are still being evaluated on decades- or centuries-old tenants of statutory and common law, often on a state-by-state basis.

For instance, while blockchain technology is often used to issue “coins” or “tokens” for early-stage fundraising, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) judges whether those coins and tokens constitute “securities” using the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 and the test laid out in the 1946 case *SEC v. W.J. Howey Co.* It has brought dozens of enforcement actions against blockchain-based companies and digital tokens, but has failed to provide concrete industry-specific guidance or advocate for changes to current federal securities laws to account for this fundamental change in technology. Similarly, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission is regulating the spot market for cryptocurrencies and has developed a process for self-certification of Bitcoin futures products contracts, but has resisted calls by various members of Congress to expand its authority over
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digital assets. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, the Federal Trade Commission, and numerous state banking regulators are bringing enforcement actions, and some are even issuing regulatory guidance, but there has been no overriding consistency to these efforts. In the energy sector, the National Association of Regulated Utility Commissions (NARUC), has included an introduction to blockchain and energy session in a recent summit on rate design, but there have been no formal rules or market mechanisms specifically aimed at blockchain.

1. Summary of State Blockchain Regulation

Domestically, states have led the way on blockchain regulation. Early efforts, however, have been not been groundbreaking, focusing instead on recognizing the validity of data and records recorded on the blockchain. Starting in 2017, several states began implementing, or at least considering, legislation recognizing information stored on blockchains as electronic records, and private key signatures as electronic signatures. Arizona became the first state to enact such a law, redefining electronic records to include “signature[s], . . . secured through blockchain technology,” and “record[s] or contract[s] that [are] secured through blockchain technology” in the context of sales, leases and documents of title. In April 2018, the Arizona legislature amended the definition of “writing” and “written” in the “Corporations and Associations” title of the Arizona Revised Statutes to include blockchain technology. Corporations can now use records and signatures created through blockchains as written records and electronic signatures.

In 2018, the Tennessee, Wyoming, and Delaware legislatures also amended the definitions of electronic records and electronic signatures to include blockchain-based data and private key signatures. Like the Arizona legislature, the
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Tennessee legislature incorporated distributed ledger technology and private key signatures expressly within the definition of “electronic records” and “electronic signatures.” Wyoming and Delaware’s laws, on the other hand, focused on corporations’ use of private key signatures and blockchain-based data. In Wyoming, corporations may use distributed electronic networks to create and store electronic records. Moreover, shareholders may vote on corporate matters through a blockchain, using their private key signatures (referred to under the law as “network signatures”) as electronic signatures. Similarly, Delaware corporations may maintain corporate records and their stock ledger on a blockchain, provided the stock ledger can be “converted into clearly legible paper” records within a reasonable time period.

Several other state legislatures, such as Florida, New York, Nebraska, and Ohio have introduced similar measures, but, to-date, no other states explicitly recognize private key signatures and information recorded on blockchains as electronic signatures and records. In practice, however, these laws simply give legal recognition to information stored on a new kind of computer network. While the voting applications are intriguing, most consumers would probably not find these regulatory changes to drastically impact their day-to-day habits.

Various state governments are also establishing initiatives to use blockchain rather than merely sanction its use by private actors. In 2016, the state of Delaware established the Delaware Blockchain Initiative, and in 2017, Illinois launched the Illinois Blockchain Initiative. Both programs aim to explore the use of blockchain technology in the public and private sectors. As a component of the Delaware Blockchain Initiative, the Delaware Public Archives is working with a distributed ledger and smart securities startup to store state archival records on a distributed ledger. Similarly, the Illinois Blockchain Initiative included creating a task force to study how state and local governments can benefit from switching traditional recordkeeping and service delivery to a blockchain-based
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system. In May of 2018, Colorado passed a bill that will require the Governor’s Office of Information Technology, the Department of State, and the Department of Regulatory Agencies to “consider using encryption techniques and blockchain tech in order to protect confidential state records from criminal, unauthorized, or inadvertent manipulation or theft.”

2. Confronting a Century’s Worth of Energy Regulation

Beyond the simple recognition and protection of blockchain under the law, the production, transmission, and consumption of energy are among the most highly regulated forms of commerce. To date, there have been no federal or state laws specifically addressing blockchain in the energy industry, which means that the blockchain use cases described above will operate against the backdrop of a century’s worth of public utility regulation.

Within the energy industry, applications of blockchain technology have the potential to extract greater value from existing regulatory regimes. For instance, using blockchain to improve certificates of origin will require industry buy-in and may displace legacy certificate of origin platforms, but should not require significant changes to existing statutory or regulatory regimes. Similarly, applications to enhance utility or energy service provider billing systems and grid and market optimization can, for the most part, be accommodated and implemented through
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This Task Force believes that blockchain technology and its built-in encryption can facilitate highly-secure methods for interacting with government and keeping paperless records, increasing data accuracy and providing better cybersecurity protections for Illinois residents. Though the technology still needs refinement, government has an opportunity to help shape and adopt innovative solutions.


165. As noted above, however, there may be other regulatory barriers in addition to energy regulation, including data privacy and consumer protection laws.

166. For example, a state could require that renewable energy credits necessary to satisfy the state’s renewable portfolio standard be certified using a blockchain-based REC tracking system. Alternatively, an existing tracking system such as PJM Interconnection L.L.C.’s Generation Attribute Tracking System (GATS) could be updated to rely on a blockchain-based platform. Energy Web Foundation and PJM recently announced a collaboration to build and evaluate a blockchain based tool for the GATS renewable energy certificate market. See Energy Web Foundation and PJM-EIS Announce Collaboration to Build and Evaluate Blockchain-based Tool for a Major U.S. Renewable Energy Certificates Market, ENERGY WEB (Oct. 25), https://energyweb.org/2018/10/25/energy-web-foundation-and-pjm-eis-announce-collaboration-to-build-and-evaluate-blockchain-based-tool-for-a-major-u-s-renewable-energy-certificates-market/.
new tariffs and business practices established under existing regulatory frameworks, provided utilities and other stakeholders are given adequate incentives to pursue such initiatives.  

Using blockchain to facilitate broader market or policy-driven objectives, however, will require policymakers to rethink existing energy regulation. For instance, blockchain platforms that enable peer-to-peer energy trading or integrate DERs into wholesale markets face a number of legal and regulatory hurdles, including resource size, protected franchise territories, registration requirements, and financial suitability. These hurdles are not necessarily specific to blockchain, but relate to the underlying policies and business models that were developed to support a central energy market or a relatively small number of large corporate market participants.

Within the United States, sales of electricity at retail, i.e., sales to an end-use customer who consumes the electricity, are subject to state jurisdiction, and there are generally two models used by states to regulate such sales, one “deregulated” model that allows retail competition, and another model that prohibits retail competition. At present, eighteen states allow for some form of retail competition or “retail choice.” In these states, customers may purchase electricity from their local distribution utility or, alternatively, purchase from a state-licensed third-party supplier. If customers elect the latter, the utility is required to deliver such power, and customers still pay the incumbent utility for associated transmission and distribution charges. In states that prohibit retail competition, the local distribution utility maintains the exclusive right to sell electricity at retail to all end-use customers within its designated service territory. This right is granted pursuant to statute or public service commission orders and effectively restricts any other entity from selling power to end-use customers.

DERs, advanced meter infrastructure, DER management systems, and related technologies will all play a role in shifting toward a decentralized grid with more market participants, and the federal and state policies driving these technologies are likely coming with or without blockchain. Blockchain has the potential to

167. For example, while a utility may need to obtain permission from its regulator to recover the costs of a new billing system, it can likely see such approval under the existing regulatory framework. See, e.g., Commonwealth Edison Co., Order on Petition for Statutory Approval of a Smart Grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure Deployment Plan, ICC Docket No. 12-0298 (Order issued June 22, 2012).
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accelerate DER integration, and allow for previously cost-prohibitive or operationally infeasible applications, such as platforms like the Brooklyn Microgrid.\textsuperscript{174} However, peer-to-peer blockchain platforms that purport to cut the utility out of electric power transactions are confronted with certain obstacles. In states that prohibit retail competition, there is typically no legal means through which one end-use customer could sell physical electricity to their neighbor.\textsuperscript{175} The right to sell power at retail belongs only to the local incumbent utility. Therefore, similar to existing net-metering arrangements, customer-generated power would need to be sold exclusively to the incumbent utility\textsuperscript{176} Even in states that allow retail choice, the non-utility providers that sell electricity to end-use customers must meet registration, certification, and bonding requirements.\textsuperscript{177} Such requirements may not be suitable for peer-to-peer arrangements among residential or small commercial participants.\textsuperscript{178}

Given the significant amount of state-by-state regulation (even in so-called deregulated states), establishing a wide-scale, peer-to-peer energy market under existing regulatory constructs would be difficult. Existing pilots are generally limited to behind-the-meter operations where power is not sold back onto the grid (i.e., tracking energy consumption and use between multiple buildings owned by the same customer), or, in the case of platforms such as the Brooklyn Microgrid, allowing participants to trade RECs or similar certifications in lieu of physical electricity.\textsuperscript{179} These pilots have thus far failed to scale in part due to incompatibility with existing regulations, which are meant to provide some measure of consumer protection and energy security in electricity transactions.\textsuperscript{180} Historically,
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\textsuperscript{174} As discussed above, when paired with smart inverters and advanced meter infrastructure, blockchain can be used to track the production and consumption of electric energy between neighbors. For example, as Neighbor A generates electricity from solar arrays on Neighbor A’s home, the amount of generation produced, as well as the amount of generation consumed by Neighbor A, is tracked and uploaded in real time to a blockchain network. The same time, the amount of electric energy consumed by Neighbor B is tracked and uploaded to the blockchain. Using a smart contract, Neighbor A and Neighbor B settle for the amount of energy produced by one and sold to the other. The Beam, supra note 173.
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\textsuperscript{176} For the purposes of this article, we refer only to the local utility. However, power could also be provided by a municipality or other governmental entity. In any event, the limitations on power sales remain the same. For an introduction to the issues associated with exclusive utility service territories, see Pub. Serv. Co. v. Publ. Utils. Com., 765 P.2d 1015 (Co. Supreme Ct. 1988).
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\textsuperscript{178} In New York, for example, “Electric Service Companies” are subject to a number of credit and registration requirements, along with ongoing reporting and compliance obligations. ETIP Annual Reporting Guidance, NY DEPT’ OF PUB. SERV. (May 12, 2017), http://www3.dps.ny.gov//W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/753D3D35C877963485257687006F93DB?OpenDocument. In Texas, non-utility entities may certify as “Retail Electric Providers” and sell electricity to end-users, but such REPs are prohibited from actually owning generation. Rather, they must purchase it from independent power producers in the wholesale markets. Public Utility Regulatory Act: Tex. Util. Code Title 2, Subtitle B § 31.002(17). Most deregulated states have constructs similar to New York and Texas.
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limiting the provision of retail power to utilities or establishing credit and registration requirements applicable to retail providers was the best way to promote protection and security.\textsuperscript{181} Ensuring consumer protection in a market where every participant can buy or sell power may require a new regulatory regime that accounts for the risks and costs of a transactive energy market. Lacking such a regulatory overhaul, the industry is there unlikely to see true applications of peer-to-peer energy trading in the near term, particularly in states that do not allow retail choice. As interest in these models grows, however, regulators will need to consider how best to accommodate them while ensuring reliability and consumer protection.\textsuperscript{182}

3. Rethinking Utility Business Models – Utilities and Regulators will Need to Consider how Utilities Operate and Capture Value in a More Distributed Grid

Regardless of the role that blockchain plays, regulators will need to consider how the utility business model will evolve to meet the demands of an increasingly decentralized grid with high concentrations of DERs. Assuming that DER owners rely on the utility distribution infrastructure, utilities will remain responsible for ensuring a reliable flow of power and will need to be compensated for accommodating increased generation interconnected to distribution circuits and maintaining the reliability of their networks. While there has been talk of leveraging blockchain technology and peer-to-peer energy trading to effectively “cut the utility out,” the value proposition for such a system is largely undefined because of the significant costs which would presumably be borne by members of the peer-to-peer marketplace to develop, operate, and maintain any distribution infrastructure required to transmit and measure the power generated.\textsuperscript{183}

For the foreseeable future, utilities will continue to own the wires and play an important role in the pace of DER and other technological adoption. Increased DER penetration and implementing a bidirectional grid may require regulators to rethink the means through which utilities capture value. Under the existing framework, utilities are able to recover the costs associated with maintaining their systems regardless of whether increased concentrations of DERs lower customer demand for utility-provided electricity or erode the need for utilities to invest in traditional “poles and wires” infrastructure.\textsuperscript{184} For example, net metering programs that allow DER owners to receive a one-to-one offset against their utility
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bills may not have an adverse impact when used by small amounts of customers. Even though those net metering programs may ignore a utility’s true cost of acting as the “provider of last resort.” At scale, however, net metering programs could erode a utility’s revenue collection without reducing the utility’s costs. Similarly, to the extent DERs can replace the need to invest in transmission and distribution infrastructure, utilities may struggle to realize appropriate rates of return on those assets.

Against the backdrop of a changing grid, how utilities should recover their costs and achieve an acceptable return on investment, and what role they should play in the coordination and management of DERs, are open questions that are actively being considered at both the state and federal levels. NARUC and other entities have written about potential new business models and the challenges such models pose for utility rate recovery. Several states have participated in or encouraged utilities to institute “utility of the future” initiatives to explore new platforms and roles for incumbent utilities. Other states have proposed and passed legislation allowing utilities to propose new forms of ratemaking, including rate structures that decouple the sale of electricity from utility revenue and “performance-based” rate structures that incentivize efficiency over infrastructure spending. At the federal level, the FERC is in the process of considering new rules to facilitate the integration and participation of DERs in wholesale markets and to clarify the role that distribution utilities will play.

Pushed by policy and commercial incentives, state and federal regulators will ultimately need to consider how best to facilitate DER growth while maintaining grid reliability and a low cost of service for all customers. Regulators will also
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189. In New York, for example, regulators have explored, through New York’s “Reforming the Energy Vision” initiative, a model through which utilities would act as “distribution system platform providers.” Under such a model, utilities would be responsible for maintaining the system and ensuring reliability, while third-party suppliers would provide a host of services to enable customer engagement. The goal would be for each utility to serve as the “platform” for participation in the energy markets, thereby encouraging utilities to “respond to new trends by adding value, thereby retaining customer base and the ability to raise capital on reasonable terms.” Andrew M. Cuomo, Reforming the Energy Vision (REV), New York State, https://rev.ny.gov/ (last visited Oct. 15, 2018).
need to consider how to incentivize utilities to invest in blockchain and other innovative technologies in lieu of costlier traditional “poles and wires” system upgrades. Because DERs may alleviate the need for traditional upgrades, regulators must ensure that utilities are appropriately rewarded for choosing less expensive solutions. Similarly, where appropriate, regulators should consider whether to allow utilities to earn a rate of return on investments spent on innovative pilots with a demonstrated potential value to utility customers.

B. Legal Recognition Smart Contracts

1. Smart Contract Mechanics

Blockchain at its core is a secure and reliable method for recording many transactions among various parties. For the energy industry, the added ability to enter into “smart contracts” shows particular promise to facilitate the use cases discussed above. Smart contracts may be defined broadly: “A smart contract is an automatable and enforceable agreement. Automatable by computer, although some parts may require human input and control. Enforceable either by legal enforcement of rights and obligations or via tamper-proof execution of computer code.”

When two or more parties consent to the terms of a smart contract, the parties cryptographically “sign” the smart contract and deploy it to a blockchain or distributed ledger. The distributed ledger and consensus mechanism are used to confirm whether contractual conditions, based on the contract coding and inputs received from on or off the blockchain, have been met. If such conditions are present, the contract will automatically execute the stipulations to the parties’ agreement and currency, data, or an indicia of ownership will be transferred from one account to another. Payment is automatically enforced through the distributed ledger. Blockchain technology provides the accuracy and security necessary for parties to use and receive payment from smart contracts without a third-party intermediary or escrow agent.
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2. Overview of Existing Smart Contract Law

A traditional contract is generally understood to be “a promise or set of promises for the breach of which the law gives a remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty.” \(^{199}\) Over the past several decades, determining whether a contractual relationship exists relies on evaluating a handful of statutory or court-made elements, including whether there are (i) parties capable of consenting; (ii) mutual consent of those parties; (iii) a lawful object of the contract; and (iv) sufficient consideration. \(^{200}\) Moreover, the parties to a contract must define their respective promises sufficiently such that a court can determine whether a party has performed its contractual duty, and if not, can provide an effective remedy. \(^{201}\) While federal and state legislatures have passed laws that recognize the realities of modern e-commerce, for the most part digital contracts have been subject to traditional notions of contract law. \(^{202}\)

Federal law developed to accommodate e-commerce probably applies to smart contracts residing on a blockchain, although no courts have had occasion to pass judgment on the issue. The federal ESIGN Act, enacted in 2000, allows electronic signatures to be afforded the same legal effect as traditional “wet” signatures, so long as a party has indicated its consent to be bound with an electronic indication of consent. \(^{203}\) The ESIGN Act arguably affords smart contracts, private keys, and data recorded on blockchains legal protection under the definitions of electronic records and electronic signatures. \(^{204}\) ESIGN defines “electronic signature” as “an electronic sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically associated with a contract or other record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record.” \(^{205}\) “Electronic record” is defined as “a contract or other record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means.” \(^{206}\)

In blockchain terms, a private key is a symbol attached to a smart contract or a record of a transaction recorded on a blockchain. A blockchain is a record of information recorded by electronic means. A smart contract has the fundamental components of a contract (offer, acceptance, and consideration) and is recorded by electronic means, suggesting that smart contracts could fall within the strictures of
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ESIGN.207 The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (“UETA”), a model piece of legislation introduced around the same time at ESIGN and subsequently adopted by most states, also facilitated the entering into and storage of contracts in electronic form.208 Under ESIGN and UETA, parties who may have never met and may be physically separated by many miles can enter into contractual relations if evidence suggests that those parties intend to be bound by a contract, have consented to doing business electronically, are participating in a system whereby an electronic signature can be paired with an underlying record of terms, and where the electronic records are retained for a period of time.209 These are the types of transactions that smart contracts on a blockchain would facilitate.

To date, the only states to enact legislation specifically recognizing smart contracts as binding legal agreements are Arizona and Tennessee.210 Under Arizona law, “a contract relating to a transaction may not be denied legal effect, validity or enforceability solely because that contract contains a smart contract term.”211 The law defines a “smart contract” as “an event-driven program, with state, that runs on a distributed, decentralized, shared and replicated ledger and that can take custody over and instruct transfer of assets on that ledger.”212 Similarly, Tennessee law states that “smart contracts may exist in commerce” and will not adversely impact the legal effect, validity and enforcement of contracts that contain one or more smart contracts.213 Tennessee’s definition of smart contract is nearly identical to Arizona’s definition, but it is slightly more expansive.214 Event-driven computer programs that “create and distribute electronic assets; synchronize information; or manage identity and user access to software applications” are also smart-contracts.215

There is some risk, however, that the Arizona and Tennessee laws are preempted under the ESIGN Act.216 ESIGN preempts state law regarding the validity of electronic signatures and contracts that use electronic records or signatures in interstate commerce.217 While ESIGN includes two exemptions (state law that “constitutes an enactment or adoption of the Uniform Electronic Transactions
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Act... or [law that] specifies the alternative procedures or requirements” by which electronic records and signatures are accepted), these state laws do not appear to fall within either category. Therefore, these state initiatives’ effect may be limited to intrastate commerce.

a. Smart Contract Formation and Interpretation Issues

When the term smart contract is discussed, lawyers need to distinguish between smart legal contracts and smart contract code. Smart legal contracts are contracts that contain all the elements necessary to be a legal contract but are executed and represented by software. Coders, developers, and programmers, on the other hand, often use the shorthand term “smart contract” to refer simply to “a piece of code... [created] to execute certain tasks if pre-defined conditions are met,” regardless of whether the traditional contractual elements of offer, acceptance, intent, or consideration are also present.

These semantic differences highlight a broader gulf between coders and lawyers. Because smart contracts are written largely in code, “tools will have to be developed to [help] bridge the usability gap” so that the average lawyer (or judge) can meaningfully participate in the drafting, interpretation, and enforcement of the code underlying the rights, obligations, and remedies programmed into a smart contract. Drafting or encoding smart contracts is relatively straightforward when performance is predicated on a set of predictable and easily defined conditions. But not all clauses within a legal contract lend themselves to the automation and self-execution functions described above. At the outset of a contractual relationship, it may be very difficult to imagine the universe of circumstances that could exist when the contract is interpreted at a later date, and even more difficult to encode all those circumstances in a smart contract. For instance, it would be difficult to encode a performance excuse clause that excuses seller from delivering energy based on circumstances beyond seller’s reasonable control. That determination is necessarily very context-specific, and could depend on weather, fuel supply, site control, and many other future “known unknowns.”

Ontologies are one way to push smart contracts towards closer approximations of traditional written contracts. An ontology, in this context, is a “formal way of defining the structure of knowledge of a domain and the relationships between concepts.” Ontologies enable computers to understand common terms found in non-operational clauses such as “validly existing” or “jurisdiction.”
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This allows them to automatically check a registry to determine whether the representation is true.\textsuperscript{227} Therefore, smart contracts can implement contract terms that resist stable or objective definitions by reference to an outside data source. Even with the use of ontologies, whether a smart contract can truly effectuate the parties’ intent, however, would depend on the accuracy of those registries.

b. Smart Contract Remedy and Enforcement Issues

Courts have historically interpreted and enforced contracts according to “a social matrix that includes custom, trade usage, prior dealings of the parties, recognition of their social and economic roles, notions of decent behavior, basic assumptions shared, but unspoken by the parties, and other factors, most especially including rules of law, in the context in which [the parties] find themselves.”\textsuperscript{228} Courts also evaluate contract formation and performance against a backdrop of practical experience and several legal and equitable remedies and defenses.\textsuperscript{229} For instance, if a contract is otherwise clearly worded and can be said to evidence the full agreement between the parties, the parol evidence rule bars interpreting the agreement with evidence outside the four corners of the document.\textsuperscript{230}

Because contracts are creatures of human dealing, context and relationships are significant factors in their enforcement.\textsuperscript{231} Rather than completely reform the traditional practices of entering into and enforcing contracts, courts and legislatures have, for the most part, taken incremental, common-sense measures to adapt historical contractual principles to digital commerce.\textsuperscript{232} Courts have rewritten or voided contracts on a post hoc basis if they find mutual mistakes of fact during negotiation, where a party lacks good faith, or because circumstances have changed such that enforcing the contract against a party would be illegal, against public policy, or unconscionable.\textsuperscript{233} In some circumstances, a non-breaching party can choose between receiving damages or specifically enforcing the contract, as written.\textsuperscript{234}

Smart contracts, however, challenge some of these traditional contractual enforcement remedies. For instance, traditional legal contracts are sometimes modified if the contract terms no longer reflect the commercial realities of the deal. Mistakes made in the drafting process can also be corrected through such amendments and modifications. In some cases, a court will reform (i.e., re-write) a contract to ensure that both parties get the benefits and burdens to which they originally agreed. When a smart contract is embedded in a distributed ledger, however, the ledger is considered immutable. Going back and changing the terms of a smart contract is not possible.
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contract could be thought of as antithetical to the immutable characteristics of blockchain technology.

Finally, distributed ledger technologies raise complicated jurisdictional questions. In contractual disputes, venue may lie in the location where the deal was made or where the subject of the contract is located. Digital representations of value on a distributed ledger could be said to exist in several jurisdictions at once. Should a dispute arise, or should a court of competent jurisdiction seek to attach such digital assets, it is unclear where the dispute could be resolved, under what choice of law, and where property could be attached pending resolution of a conflict.

For the earliest adoption of smart contracts, therefore, we may see very basic transactions entrusted to smart contracts under the umbrella of a traditional master agreement that incorporates traditional and equitable contract law principles. For instance, it is presently common for parties to establish a comprehensive framework for dealing with each other under the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) “Master Agreement.” The EEI Master Agreement can run 30 or more pages and includes many definitions and defenses that rely on context-specific concepts like “reasonable control” and “commercially reasonable manner.” For the purchase and sale of actual power, however, parties often use a separate, much shorter document—the EEI “Confirmation,” which succinctly lists objective criteria like contract quantity, delivery point, and price. Smart contracts may be better suited to Confirmation-type transactions, where the rights and obligations of each party are narrowly and specifically defined. They may not be the best instruments for establishing the rights and obligations that arise in every other facet of the business relationship, like in instances of Force Majeure, dispute resolution, or change in law.

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The electricity sector is moving towards decentralized resources, and blockchain could play a significant role in integrating distributed generation and load resources. Blockchain has the potential to both streamline processes under existing regulatory regimes and facilitate new business models. Wide-scale implementation of the technology is not without its challenges, however. While some of these challenges are more broadly associated with the utility’s changing role in providing energy, the industry should start educating itself about blockchain now to understand how it can impact energy markets, integrate renewables, and provide greater customer choice.

Given the highly regulated nature of the electric power industry, state and federal policymakers will play a significant role in how much blockchain can contribute to industry-wide change. Information gathering will be critical to this process, and regulators may consider following Arizona’s lead and establish proceedings to develop the technical, operational and regulatory information essential to understanding blockchain’s various value propositions.\textsuperscript{239} Similar to European efforts, regulators should also consider establishing “sandboxes” to allow industry participants to explore and experiment with potential use cases in a controlled environment.\textsuperscript{240} Such sandboxes have allowed for proof-of-concept testing of some of the more transformative blockchain applications.\textsuperscript{241} Allowing pilot programs to operate in controlled environments will allow startups to develop their platforms, test the value proposition of different use cases, monitor unintended consequences, and establish trust with regulators. Industry participants and grid operators should be encouraged to experiment with blockchain technology and should involve themselves in the existing efforts underway to standardize and prove out blockchain technology in the energy industry.

